
MHUG Mei Tai  
Front Mei tai carry (kangaroo position) 

Place the base of the panel against your waist (.1), overlap the strips across your back, nice and tight 
(for better all-round comfort), and secure the Velcro fasteners well (.2 e.3).  Fasten the safety harness 
with a double knot (.4 e .5), 

then tie a bow (.6).  It should look like an apron (.7). Take the baby in your arms (.8)  and let him sit 
(legs spread) on your stomach (.9). Raise the panel between the baby's legs (.10),

Patented, comfortable and safe. Designed and entirely produced in Italy 

WARNING!:  
BEFORE USE READ CAREFULLY THE SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS 

PROVIDED WITH THE PRODUCT 



MHUG Mei Tai  
Front Mei tai carry (kangaroo position) 

Bring them to the front (.21) and under the baby's knees (.22). If you feel that your child is not yet 
fitting snugly against you, bounce gently up and down again, pulling the straps forward, to lift him up 
and get him into the correct position (.23). When the baby is good and high, and snug against your 
chest (if you had to pull on the straps again to move the child higher, don't forget to feed them under 
his knees), fasten the straps tightly with a double knot, under his bottom, then finish it off with a nice 
bow (.24). If they are very long, you can cross them under the baby's bottom and over his legs at the 
knees, before taking them back behind and securing them with a double knot. 

and cover his back with it, supporting him with one hand. Unfasten the buttons at the base of the strap 

(on the left in this case) (.11).  Supporting the baby with your right hand, throw the left strap over your 

shoulder with your left hand (.12). Position and spread the shoulder strap out well across your left 

shoulder (.13). Next, supporting the baby with your left hand (.14), unfasten the buttons at the base of 

the other strap, and throw the right strap over your shoulder with your right hand (.15).  

Support the baby with one hand (.16), and take hold of both straps behind your back with the other. 

Pull the straps downwards, you will feel the child being supported by the baby carrier and snug against 

you (.17).  Bounce up and down a little, pulling down the straps as far as they will go (.18). In this way, 

the baby will move higher, clinging against your body (.19). Now put your right hand behind your back 

too, firmly grasp one strap in each hand and cross the straps behind your back (.20). 




